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Transmission of microwave (MW) and millimeter-wave (MMW) carriers optically at X,:1.55 pm wavelength has
become an imporhnt task recently. A main field of potential applications is the optical transmission and wireless
distibution of broadband data in future picocellular access systems [1-2]. Unforhrnately, chromatic dispersion of bI7
ps/km/nm of standard singlemode fibers at ),: 1550 nm leads to a significant penalty in detected signal stength [2].
Based on a coherent model of the intensity modulated/direct detection (Iil{/DD) optical link we developed a general
simulation tool for studying different architectures. First, Fig.l shows the detected power of the optically transmitted
sigral when taditional external modulation is used. Effect of chromatic dispersion is clearly seen resulting in periodic
rejections as a finction of fiber length Z and modulation frequency/4ia. As a further example, nunerical results of a
perspective solution is plotted in Fig.2. Suppressed ca:rier optical modulation (SC-OM) is achieved by a normalized
modulator bias of 1=VeJV;|. At this special bias 2nd harmonic of the t2 GlIz modulation signal is generated.
Advantageously, SC-OM is unaffected by chromatic dispersion. Single sideband optical modulation (SSB-OM) offers
another solution of dispersion-free optical tansmission at 1.55 prr- In this case one sideband is filtered out optically or
dual-electode optical modulator is used where the MW modulation signal is splitted into two znd a 0 = 90" phase
difference is intoduced between the drive signals. Finally, we demonstrate nr:merical results of a remote upconversion
method based on an all-optical device inserted in the MW optical link. A laser diode is directly modulated by two IWil
frequencies and an r:nbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer performs optical FIWAM conversion. This way optical-
MW upconversion is obtained due to quadratic photodetection [3]. Dispersion sensitivity of this configrration is also
investigated by simulations supposing again D:17 ps/lcnr/nn fiber dispersion at l,=l.55pm
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Figure I : Detected power level of MW signal transmitted
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